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THE STRATEGY OF COMMUNIST INFIL
TRATI.ON: CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 1944-48 

.. By IVO DUCHACEK 

BETWEEN 1944 and 1948, six European countries experi
enced Communist seizures of power. Three were enemies. 

and three friends and allies of Soviet Russia during the. war; 
four were Slav countries; five were predominantly peasant with. 
some remnants of feudalism; with the exception of industrial 
Czechoslovakia, their prewar record in demoq.atic government 
was far from exemplary. In all of .them; however, the Com
munists were successful. 

What were the components of Communist· success and demo
cratic defeat? The case of Czechoslovakia shows clearly that the 
active interest and impressive display of Soviet power in con
trast to the west's hesitant policy not only. formed the back
ground but were the chief bases for Communist successes in 
Eastern Europe. Careful, professional infiltration of democratic 
institutions and the wishful thinking of the democrats did the 
rest. 

Until the coup in Czechoslovakia there was a tendency to 
ascribe Communist success in Eastern countries· to lack of 
democratic traditions and to social backwardness. The presence 
of Soviet troops at the time of the Communist coups was said 
to explain the passivity. of the democrats. The Czech coup of 
February i948 seemed to be of a different variety. Czecho
slovakia was widely known for her democratic traditions and 
minimum of social friction. Her highly devel9ped industry was 
nationalized in 1945 and a new and thoroughgoing land reform 
introduced, all without • revolution. And there were no Soviet 
troops on Czechoslovak territory when the Communisti seized 
power. But the basic factor, the immediate influence of SoViet 
power, was as present in Czechoslovakia as. in the other five 
cases. The democrats felt and were internationally isolated, 
while the Czech Communists received direct and indirect sup
port from the Communist super-power close at hand. 
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I 

This isolation of the democrats, or at least their feeling of it, 
was created in most European countries by three circum
stances: a constant and genuine fear of Germany usually ac
companied by an unceasing search for protection-shared by 
both eastern and western neighbors of Germany; the impres
sive advance of Soviet Communism to the Oder-Vienna-Trieste 
line; and the lack of an active Western concern for Central and 
Eastern Europe. The French withdrawal from Central Europe 
at the time of the Munich default to Hitler and the Western 
withdrawal from the same area after Yalta seemed to many 
Europeans two expressions of the same lack of interest and 
support. These three factors crystallized in the specific geo
graphical and political context of the Czechoslovak Republic 
in a rather eloquent way. 

Czech fear of Germany and her aggressions has been tradi
tional since the tenth century. It is basic to Czech emotions, 
whatever regime ~Ies in Berlin: Kaisers, Weimar Socialists, 
Nazis, Wilhelm Pieck, or Kurt Schumacher. When in 1945 the 
Sudeten German minority was transferred to the American 
and Soviet zones of Germany, Czech anxiety increased in spite 
of Germany's crushing defeat. The possibility of a Sudeten 
German revisionism, which might add new motives to the tra
ditional "Drang nach Osten,'~ created new fears and insecu
rity.' The fact that some Czechs had acquired former Sudeten 
German property in a rather unorthodox way added economic 
motivation to their national anxiety. 

Red Army advances in 1944-45, and Soviet or local Com
munist propaganda which pictured the U.S.S.R. as the only 
geographically close protection against any renewal of German 
aggression created the desired impression that the security of 
Germany's neighbors was in direct proportion to Soviet strength 
and interest in Central Europe. 

The weakening of French prestige, at Munich in 1938 and 
at Bordeaux in 1940; greatly contributed to the democratic 
forces' feeling of isolation in areas east of Germany. This feel-

' A similar fear of German =-isionism developed. in Pol;lnd in connection with their 
western boundaries, and may develop in France over the Saar question. · 
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ing only increased in 1945 when it became apparent that France 
would not regain her former position as the most influential 
continental power. In Czechoslovakia the lesson of Munich was 
certain always to be remembered. 

The Soviets' entry into World War II, their impressive vic
tories and advances, and later their propaganda condemning 
the absence of a Second Front, shifted Czech hopes and ad
miration from Great Britain to Russia. Furthermore, the sym
bols of the West's fighting spirit, Churchill and De Gaulle, could 
hardly counterbalance the reality of the British insular position, 
British avoidance of all commitments in areas east of Germany, 
and the defeat and weakening of France. In any case, these two 
fighters were replaced soon after the war by other statesmen. 

One may ask whether the strong American interest in Europe, 
as demonstrated by the U.S. Zone of Germany, did not more 
than replace the old French power and influence. Before 1948 
this question could hardly be answered in the affirmative .. Be
cause of the United States' withdrawal from Europe after 1919, 
many Europeans did not consider the American presence in 
Europe after 1945 as permanent. Furthermore, since Europe 
was remote from the main sources of American strength, the 
United States was not considered a match for the Soviet Union, 
always close at hand. This of course applies to the period ·prior 
to the North Atlantic Pact. 

In Czechoslovakia, these rather common European doubts 
about American intentions were sharpened by the Czech expe
rience with the U.S. Army. American troops were ordered to 
stop their speedy and unopposed advance through western Bo
hemia at a point eighteen miles west of Prague (and two miles 
south of the J achymov uranium mines), even though Prague, 
in revolt and despair, was begging for American help. Marshal 
Konev's Russian armies finally saved Prague, giving the 
Czechoslovak Communists an impressive anti-West and pro
East argumeJlt for years to come. Many Czechoslovak demc. 
crats took it for more than a hint that Russia, with American 
consent, was supposed to be predominant in Central Europe. 
When the U.S. Army in Bavaria was later replaced by a mini
mum constabulary force, U.S. stature in Europe compared even 
less favorably with visible Soviet strength. 
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The disparity between the democrats' feeling of isolation and 
the Communists' self-confidence was greatly increased in Eu
rope by the Soviet sweep westward, far beyond the former 
boundaries of Czarist Russia. For the first time in Czech history 
Russia and Czechoslovakia were contiguous. 

The Communists did not fail to exploit the difference between 
the Czech liberations in 1918 and 1945. Klement Gottwald 
expressed the importance and effects of the Soviet liberation in 
the following terms : · 

There is a basic difference between 1920 and 1948. In 1918 the lib
eration came seemingly from the West. . • • The Soviet Union was 
engaged in a war for. its own survival ••• it had to fight foreign inter
vention ••• and could not therefore be a 'llisible support for us. In 
1945 it was just the opposite. Our freedom came clearly from the East. 
In spite of capitalist hopes, the U.S.S.R. did not come oui: of the war 
weakened. On the contrary, as Joseph Stalin foretold in 1939, at the end· 
of the war the capitalists could not find the governments they formedy 
had on their side. The international disposition of respective strength 
was totally different in February 1948 from that of 1920 .••• • 

The changed disposition of power in Europe made the Czech 
and Slovak attitudes toward their liberator and neighbor rather 
complex. There were the old sentimental ties to the only Slav 
empire, ties which had developed under the Germanizing rule 
of the nineteenth century. These sentimental pro-Russian tend
encies were revived between 1917 and 1945. Both workers and 
intellectuals admired Soviet socialism during the 'twenties. The 
whole nation was grateful for their liberation by the Red Aqny 
in 1945; and there was a feeling of security because the Red 
Army would remain close at hand as a bulwark against any new 
German aggression. 

But the proximity of the Red Army also became a source of 
insecurity and fear. Communists' efforts -to identify themselves 
with the victorious Soviet armies, the display of red flags and 
other Soviet insignia used by the local Communist Party, and 
the obvious Soviet partiality for the Communists were all dis
turbing to Czechoslovak democrats. 

1 
Speech of November 17, 1948, made at. a meeting .of the Central Committee of the 

Czechoslovak Communist Party in Hradcany Castle. It was distributed hy the Czechoo 
olovak Preu Asency in New York, December 29. · · 
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Their anxiety did not develop into a clear-cut opposition for 
two reasons: the West insisted on continumg general coopera
tion with Russia; and when the West did oppose the Soviets 
on a specific issue, the results were discouraging. "The Soviet 
Union had established a reputation for meaning business, 
whereas the West was believed to be in much the same psy
·chological state of ineffectiveness as it was at the time Hitler's 
troops went into the Ruhr.'" Both factors had a strong influ
ence on the practical and cautious Czech people, w~o tend to 
consider their own astonishing national survival more a result 
of clever compromising with aggressive neighbors than a vic

. tory achieved on the battlefields. Dr. Benes felt this strongly. 
His acceptance of the Munich dictate in 1938 was a compromise 
which was of course proceded by careful analysis of chances 
and odds, as was his second big compromise of February 1948. 
In the first, a serious threat of invasion, and in the second, dan
ger of civil war and foreign intervention sufficed to deprive 
Czechoslovakia·of its freedom without bloodshed. Although the 
Czechs saw in Benes their leader and the spiritual son of T. G. 
Masaryk, they perhaps realized too late that Benes was an 
outstanding diplomat but not a leader in the same sense as the 

· elder Masaryk. 
The presence of the Red Army in Poland and most Eastern 

European countries demonstrated eloquently the impressive 
shift of power in Europe. Westel'Jl withdrawal and Soviet ad
vance could not have been made more plain to the broad masses 
in Eastern Europe. The effect of this display of Soviet power is 
more responsible for. Communist successes both in infiltration 
drives and final seizures of power, than the attractions of 
Marxist-LeD.inist doctrines. The nations of Eastern Europe 
were more frightened into Communism than seduced by it. 

The violent conduct of the Soviet liberating armies might 
have turned a great many from Communism. Often, it a~eved 
the opposite: many, exhausted by six years of Nazi oppression, 
preferred this time to be on· the winning side, regardless of its 
extra-legal behavior, for siding with the democrats meant not 
peace and well-being, but more fighting and suffering. 

I &owowoist, Feb. 12, 1949, p. 287. 
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II 

Soviet forces reached the boundaries of Czechoslovakia on 
April 9, 1944, but did not cross them at that time. A month 
later, the Soviet and Czechoslovak governments concluded a 
treaty concerning the administration of territory liberated by 
the Red Army. The treaty was put into practical application 
for the first time in November 1944, when the Red Army finally 
crossed the Carpathian mountains into Czechoslovakia and 
liberated the easternmost province of the country, Carpathian 
Ruthenia. · 

The treaty pro~ded for the creation of two zones: the ''Op
erational Zone," where the Soviet High Command would have 
the decisive power in all Jllatters ; and the "Rear Zone," where 
the Soviet High Command WOI,IId transfer civil administra
tion" to an "Administrative Delegation," to be appointed by 
the Czechoslovak Government in London. The Delegation was 
to have representatives from all government departments. The 
treaty foresaw some limitations of Czechoslovakia's sovereign 
rights, even in the Rear Zone. These limitations were justified 
by military reasons, and by the necessity for Soviet military 
personnel to remain under Soviet jurisdiction, though on 
Czechoslovak territory. Militarily and politically the treaty 
seemed as reasonable as a government-in-exile could expect 
from a friendly army command engaged in military operations 
on its territory. · 

The application. of this treaty by the political service of the 
High Command of .the Ukrainian Front under General Mechlis 
is a classic example-of how a legal text can be not only emptied 
of its contents, but changed into an instrument which defeats 
its intended purpose. 

In Ruthenia, the treaty was nullified by a direct annexation 
of the whole province by the Soviet Union. In Slovakia, Mora
via; and Bohemia, the application of the treaty amounted to 
a transfer of the local administration to the Communist Party 
instead of to the Administrative Delegation of the Czechoslovak 
Government. A new and popular administrative reform made 
it possible for the Red Army to strengthen the Communists. 
It provided for a more equal division of power between the 
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central government in Prague and the National Committees 
(that is, the local governments). The National Committees 
were supposed to be executive bodies of local administration, 
freely elected on the village, town, district, and province levels. 
These nuclei of future local governments were to be formed 
by agreement among the active resistance leaders during the 
occupation period. Together with partisan units, they were 
to be the main centers of national resistance. Before the libera
tion took place, the National Committees formed underground 
were to assist the advance of the liberating armies by partisan 
and espionage activities in the German rear .. The Soviet High 
Command therefore quite naturally established early contacts 
with these Committees through parachutists and other agents. 
While President Benes and his intelligence staff in London 
directed the work of their parachutists and resistance network 
in such a way as to help the Allied war effort, the Soviet High 
Command and Czechoslovak Communist leaders in Moscow 
concentrated on preparing for their victories in time of peace. 
The Soviet spy network in the German rear was formed so that 
it represented the basic framework of the future Communist 
Party organization. Local Communist agents were to be spies 
for the Soviet High Command; and Soviet spies were to become 
local Communist leaders. Thus, before liberation, the under
ground National Committees were already infiltrated by the 
Communists. 

When the Red Army liberated the territory, the National 
Committees were able to come out in the open. The Red Army 
assisted them publicly in re-establishihg order, that is, in arrest
ing those whom the Communist resistance leaders considered to 
be collaborators. The link between local Communists and the 
NKVD became very evident, and produced the desired effect 
on the population. Furthermore, the plunder and rape com
mitted by the Soviet troops increased· the general feeling of 
helplessness. Fear and opportunism were in many cases suffi
cient reasons for the democratic majority to yield direction of 
National Committees to the Communists, even in cases where 
the Communists were not successful in their pre-liberation 
infiltration. 

Some direct help was offered by the Red Army to the Com-
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munist Party itself. German property confiscated as war booty 
was handed over to the local Communists if the Russians had 
no use for it. Reichsmark deposits in Czech or German banks 
were practically valueless for immediate use by Soviet troops; 
the Communists could convert them into Czech crowns. Lino
type machines·, office furniture, newsprint, and typewriters (with 
Latin alphabets) were also worthless to the Red Army, but 
priceless for the Communists, on the eve of a great propaganda 
campaign. 

The above was the usual pattern in the Operational Zone, 
where the Soviet High Command had the decisive power-the 
Administrative Delegation of the Czec;hoslovak Government 
was temporarily barred. When the Administrative Delegation 
and the democratic leaders were finally allowed to enter areas 
which had been declared part of the Rear Zone, they were 
unable to counterbalance the weight of the Soviet presence-
even though the bulk of the people had been looking forward 
hopefully to the coming of Dr. Benes' government. 

The delegation usually found the basic organization of the 
Communist Party well established in the center of the city, in 
the best building, well supplied with money, newsprint, and 
typewriters. All this gave an appearance of strength which at 
that time was certainly not to be found behind this impressive 
but still Potemkinist fa~;ade. 

A secret dispatch of January 21, 1945, sent from the lib
erated territory to the Czechoslovak Government in London, 
gives· a good picture of the sort of situation the Delegation 
faced:• 

In Michalovce, Slovakia, the Communist Party has just published the 
first issues of their newspaper, PraTJda, under the auspices of General 
Mechlis, chief of the Red Army's political service. The Communists 
have instructions to concentrate on gaining complete control of the 
National Committees. · 

Another dispatch from the same source a month later describes 
the situation in liberated Slovakia: 

'IThe Soviet High Command never allowed the Czechoslovak Admini.trative Delegation 
to oend ditect radio-messages to London. Dr. F. Krucky volunteered to use a secret tran .. 
mitter and aend ciphered messages from behind the Soviet linea, risking his life daily. Most 
of the dispatches quoted in this·aod the following chapten are from that source. They were 
filed at the Czechoslovak MinistrY of Foreign Main in London. Dr. Krucky, Czech Min
ister Plenipotentiary in Cairo since 1946, rosigned recently. 

: 
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From parts of Slovakia which are still under the complete jurisdiction 
of the Red Army, there is a daily arrival of several members of the 
Communist Party, mostly educated persons and students. When they 
reach the Rear Zone, Communist Headquarters immediately send 
them all over the area. Thus, the Communists do not lack agitators. 
They organize National Committees wherever they had not already 
been formed, or change their composition if it does not correspond to 
the Communist pattern. The presence of the NKYD ifiCf'eaus the self
confidence of theu agitators and backs up their threats, which are 
plentiful The people are confused. The Slovak Democratic Party has 
no such aid coming in from the Operational Zone. They have so far 
been unable to issue a newspaper of their own. Communist activity 
plus the great number of Communist agitators concentrated on one 
area creates an impression of strength which does not exist. 

· The right of Red Army commanders to decide which Czecho
slovak citizens could enter or leave the Operational Zone gave 
the Red Army another opportunity to help the Communist 
Party directly. While the Communists were free to move for
ward almost without restrictions, the usual Soviet bureaucratic 
methods were used to prevent democratic leaders from traveling 
and organizing their activities. 

The incorporation of the easternmost Czechoslovak province 
into the Soviet Union in January 1,945 demonstrated more than 
anything else the effectiveness of Soviet power and the help
lessness of the democratic forces, which had the law on their 
side but insufficient strength to uphold it. The sharp contrast 
between the ruthless display of Soviet power in favor of an 
illegal issue and the democrats' hopeless defense of lawful gov
ernment led to a general fear that the Ruthenian coup might be 
repeated in other parts of Czechoslovakia. The first democratic 
retreat took place in the face of extreme pressure exercised from 
within by local Communists and from outside by Stalin and 
Molotov· themselves. The Czechoslovak leaders abandoned 
Ruthenia hoping to .save Slovakia and Bohemia· from the 
Soviets and Teschen from the Polish Commullists, who were 
great favorites in Moscow at that ~e. The retreat from 
Rutheni!l was the beginning of a chain of withdr~wals made 
for the sake of issues which seemed more vital than the ones 
immediately at stake-a chain which ended in the loss of the 
whole country •. There is a direct line from the January 1945 
coup in Ruthenia to the Prague putsch of February 1948. Even . ' . 
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at the time of the Ruthenian annexation there was certainly 
some justification for anxiety over the safety of other Czecho
slovak areas. For example, Minister-Delegate Frantisek Nemec, 
a representative of the government-in-exile in the area liberated 
by the Red Army, sent President Benes a long dispatch on 
December 30, 1944, after his conversation with Stalin and 
Molotov. He dared to show some concern about the future of 
the whole country, even though his dispatch was to be trans-
mitted by Ambassador Fierlinger: · 

Althaugh the movement in Ruthenia came into being step by step, it 
is now recognized as a spontaneous popular expression. This recogni
tion determines the Soviet attitude toward the Ruthenian issue. If we 
tried to break the movement now, it would mean ruling with the aid 
of bayonets and would create unfriendly relations with the U.S.S.R. 
Had I expressed doubts about the spontaneity of the movement dur
ing my decisive discussion with Molotov and Vishinsky, the "spon
taneous movement," in my opinion would have been repeated in Slo
vakia . ••• I also believe that postponement of an otherwise foregone 
conclusion could have led to an isolation of our Government from its 
country. I believe that there was danger that the Soviets would use the 
same methods on the Czechoslovak Government in London, which had 
earlier "isolated the Polish Government-in-exile .••• I was afraid that 

· volunteers for the Red Army would be recruited in Slovakia too, that 
the Delegation would be stripped of all influence in the liberated ter
ritory, and finally, that the Slovak National Council [a Central Na
tional Committee and the directing resistance body in Slovakia, com
posed of Communists and democrats alike] might be persuaded to 
espouse a "spontaneous movement." ••• I know that I did not follow 
your instructions. I take the entire personal and political respon
sibility ••• but I acted so only for the sake of the territorial integrity 
of Slo11akia and Bohemia. 

III 

A justified popular demand for a reform, administrative, so
cial, or economic, is usually a welcome tool for Communist 
methods of infiltration.• After careful preparation, the Com
munist propaganda apparatus tries to focus .the whole issue on 
a short, appealing s.logan which seems atceptable to everyone, 
and at the same time cleverly conceals the Communist drive 

1 In Fov1UltllitmS of Lnair&ism, Stalin says: 'rm revolutionary tactics under a bourgeoia 
rqime, rdorm naturally beoomes an instrument for diaintegrating this regime, an instrument 
for strengthening revolution." Translated by Historicus, "Stalin on Revolution," Forrip 
48flin, VoL ?:1, No. 2 (January 1949), p. 197. 
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for power. The administrative reform in Czechoslovakia was 
especially useful to the Communists. With the slogan "Govern
ment of the People,"by the People, and for the People," it became 
a most effective instrument of infiltration. 

Before the war Czechoslovakia had a mixed form of local gov
ernment, partly elected and partly nominated by the central 
government. It bore some marks of the bureaucratic and cen
tralistic Austrian past. The idea of limiting the power of the 
central government had long been popular. As early as 1943 
President Benes and his government were considering the 
democratization and decentralization of the government, espe
cially with regard to Slovakia, whose ambition was to govern 
herself independently of Prague, though within the framework 
of Czechoslovakia. The new units ·of local government, called 
"National Committees," were to be entirely elected. 

The democratic leaders thought in terms of democracy and 
decentralization, and assumed that the National Committees 
would be formed after liberation. The Communists, on the 
other hand, had in mind a Westernized form of the 1917 
"soviets," composed of revolutionary workers, soldiers, and 
sailors. They wanted these n~w "soviets" to be composed mainly 
of Communist resistance leaders, and made every effort dur
ing the resistance period to influence the composition of Na
tional Committees beforehand. 

The "administrative decentralization" fitted almost per
fectly the plans for Communist infiltration in a country which 
military operations had split into a number of temporarily iso
lated districts, difficult to control. With direct and indirect help 
from the Red Army, both before and during the establishment 
of the National Committees, the Czechoslovak Communists ob
tained many more positions than they were entitled to accord
ing to the five-party agreement."· 

In the autumn of 1945, a month before the withdrawal of the 
Red Army, nearly all chairmanships of National Committees 
were in Communist or pro-Communist hands. So was the lead-

• This agreement wu reached in Moocow oo March rt, and proc:laimed in X...icc on 
April 5, 1945. It gave equal representation on National Committee~ U> all partie., ~ 
they wen: active. Tht Communis11 could thua claim 2S per CZDt in Bohemia, and SO per CZDt 

in Slovakia. 
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ership of most police and agriculture departments in lo!=al or 
district National Committees·. The police and agriculture de
partments were of the utmost importance in a country where 
it was the duty of the local police to arrest collaborators and 
fascists according to the judgment of the local government, and 
where the 1\finistry of Agriculture and its local agencies were 
authorized to confiscate and distribute property which had for
merly belonged either to fascists or to Sudeten Germans. 

Even before the war, local governments in Czechoslovakia 
exerted great influence at the polls. During the war their au
thority over food-rationing and the system of delivery duties 
imposed on the peasants increased their power to interfere in 
the life of the community. And because of Communist infiltra
tion, their influence was even greater in the immediate postwar 
period. The infiltration, accomplished in the special atmosphere 
created by the presence of Soviet troops and with their direct or 
indirect aid t~ the Communists, was the chief reason that in the 
general elections of May 26, 1946 so many non-Communists 
voted for the Communist Party', which obtained almost thirty
eight per cent of the vote. 

It is interesting to note that since the February coup the 
Communist Ministry of Interior has never allowed free elec
tions for National Committees. At first, excuses were given for 
not holding local elections. Postwar disorganization and large
scale population shifts made them impossible to administrate. 
Then, the general elections interfered. Finally, in March 1949 
a new administrative change was proclaimed iri Prague: "dis
trict secretaries" would be nominated by the central govern
ment to supervise local and district National and Action com
mittees. 

The "democratization and decentralization" was ·a useful 
weapon for infiltration !!nd disorganization of the government. 
But once the Communists seized power, the party dictatorship 
required strict centralization and party control. Hence the new 
institution of "district secretaries." The same pattern is seen 
in the Communists' exploiting of difficulties· between Czechs 
and Slovaks. As long as faction could contribute to the scheme 
of weakening its adversary by limiting the coalition govern~ 
ment's power, the Communist Party was a great defender of 
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Slovak autonomy. The Communists even had an independent 
Slovak Communist Part fW:41.its own executive ·committee. 
But as soon as control tYlas safely in Communist hands, the 
Party became an enthusi.utic advocate of Czechoslovak unity 
and centralization and the Czech and Slovak Communist parties 
quickly merged. 

IV 
Control of the National Committee in an area is not enough 

to assure the success of a coup. One of the physical prerequisites 
of a Communist revolution is that Communist workers and 
agents be well armed. A war usually gives everyone easy access 
to weapons. War therefore serves the Communists well from 
the technical point of view, as well as for economic and psycho
logical reasons. During the Second World War, partisan fight
ing offered an exceptional opportunity to distribute weapons 
among Co:mn;tunists, with the almost enthusiastic consent of 
the non-Communist world. Few realized then that Comltlunist 
partisans might use these weapons not only to win the war but 
to win. the peace as well. 

Czechoslovak partisan warfare cannot bear comparison with 
Yugoslav or Russian activities. Flat and densely populated 
Czechoslovakia was hardly suited for an imitation of Tito's 
warfare and President Benes felt the futility of attempting to 
develop any such resistance. The Communists attacked his 
point of view violently all through 1944. This conflict between 
Benes' rational and cautious standpoint and Communist and 
Russian disdain for human losses was more important than any 
simple clash between two concepts of warfare. The Czecho
slovak Communists were most interested in the opportunities 
which Benes' appeal to the Czech and Slovak P.eoples to form 
partisan units would create for the postwar period. 

In May 1945, after the war in Europe ended, "revolutionary 
guards" made their appearance in towns and villages. Most 
claimed to be partisans who were at last able to come from the 
mountains and forests out into the open. In most cases, they 
came as a complete surprise to the people, who had never before 
heard of partisan activities in their neighborhood. The appear
ance of the revolutionary guards added to a general atmosphere 
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of lawlessness. Their activities !lttracted many young people 
who had long dreamt of handJ.iP..g Qerman weapons and were 
tempted by the chance to rob, plund·a, and bully. They fitted 
in well with the Communist scheme ~:.£ terror. . 

In the factories, workers' militia were formed: Their official 
function was to protect the factories against possible Sudeten
German sabotage. Their real function was to supply the Com
·munist Party with armed units until the police and the army 
could be sufficiently infiltrated. Under the pressure of demo
cratic groups, the workers' militia were later mostly abolished, 
in 1946 and 1947. Their reappearance during the February 
putsch demonstrates that they had only gOne underground, and 
were ready when needed by the Communists. 

In autumn 1945, Czechoslovakia was almost completely in 
Communist hands, through the work of the National Commit
tees, the guards, and the.militia. The strength of the Red Army 
was everywhere present. The democrats felt that real freedom 
was but half-awakened after six years of Nazi oppression. The 
Communists were the only organized force certain of foreign 
help in a disorganized and confused country. 

Complete seizure of power seemed to present a minor task. 
The assumption therefore is that only the international situa
tion and the requirements of Soviet foreign policy made the 
Kremlin postpone the seizure of power in Czechoslovakia to a 
later date. 

v 
The feeling of national unity which usually occurs in times 

of war or foreign oppression is another fertile ground on which 
Communism can develop its attack against democratic institu
tions. Patriotic fervor facilitates the formation of nonpolitical, 
national mass organizations and even creates a demand for 
them, which the Communists are eager to fill. For the spirit 
of unity provides a new weapon against parliamentary democ
racy and its factious political parties. 

In Czechoslovakia, before the war, there were eight to fifteen 
political parties, based on class, ideology, and nationality. 
Under the indiscriminate German terror, party differences 
vanished to a great extent. And because of disbandment of the 
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Comintern in 1943, the remaining ·differences between Com
munists and non-Communists became blurred. The slogan of 
National Unity was on the lips of all the resistance leaders 
whatever their politics. The feeling of unity was strengthened 
daily as Communists and non-Communists faced the Nazi 
firing squads side by side. For the Czechs the only distinction 
was between a pa:triot and a quisling. 

During the resistance period, the Communists were already 
making every attempt to transform the positive attitude toward 
National Unity into a negative one toward political parties as 
such. Later, they directed their criticism against representative 
government as typified by the pre-Munich ''bourgeois" republic 
of Masaryk and Benes. Denigration of parliamentary democ
racy went hand in hand with glorification of the new form of a 
unified People's Democracy. 

The chief argument against parliamentary democracy was 
repeated and repeated: "The people in a parliamentary democ
racy have only the right to vote and then to keep silent for six 
years. The elected representatives have no reason to follow the 
opinion of the people. For six years, they are independent of 
the people. The Communists cannot agree to that.'" 

Infiltration of nonpolitical mass organizations is one activity 
on which the Communist Party is willing to expend an almost 
endless supply of "infiltrators," funds, and energy. Communist 
concentration on labor unions is well known. The Czechoslovak 
example shows that the party was applying the same effort to 
other nonpolitical organizations-peasant unions, youth clubs, 
student associations, intellectual groups, and purely profes
sional associations. 

The Communists made good use of the old trade-unionist 
tradition of unifying all labor utiions and keeping them free 
from any connection with political parties. The watchwords of 
labor unity and national unity were identified as closely as pos
sible. The Nazi occupation had prepared the ground for this 
unification. Under the Germans, political differences between 

7 This quotation ;. taken from Praident Beaa' r<a>rd of his coavenatioa with Klement 
Gottwald oo May 4, 1948 at s..imivo Uoti. The convenation coocemed the .,.... Coani,._ 
tioo of Communiot Czechoslovakia, Beua' n:fusal to aii!D it, and his dec:iaioo to mign. 
The r«101d of tbio dramatic converaation wu IIDUSS!ed pbroad in the IUIDIJICI' of 1948. 
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unions (Socialist, Communist, Christian, and Agrarian) were 
obliterated, and replaced by the Nazi form of unified labor 
front. Under Nazi orders, this procedure , 'Yas followed with 
other mass organizations too. After the war the Nazi Labor 
Front was taken over almost without change by the Communist 
labor leaders, and in 194S became the only unified Centra1 
Labor Union (URO). Not only the organization but in some 
cases even the perso11nel of the Nazi labor front were taken 
over by the Communist-sponsored Central Labor Union. These 
labor quislings were promised immunity by the Communist 
Ministry of Interior if they would stand ready-whatever their 
past-to cooperate with the party. They complied. 

The Communists' unification and centralization of mass or
ganizations, which attempted to divide the country into profes
sional categories on a supposedly nonpolitical basis, reminded 
many an observer more of the fascist corporative pattern than 
of a democratic structure.• The only differentiation between 
groups was to be according to profession. The commori, "na
tional" (Communist) ideology was always in the background. 
The Communists made several attempts to place these mass 
organizations on a level. with the political parties, or even above 
them, if possible. The democratic parties did not give in on this 
issue until February 1948, since they rightly felt that the exist
ence of the political parties themselves was at stake. 

Why did the democrats fail to make a similar effort, or at 
least to check the sweeping Communist infiltration of the im
portant mass organizations? The answer to this justified ques
tion lies partly in the professionality of Communist agents and 
agitators. While non-Communists could participate in the ilc
tivities of their clubs and unions only in their spare time, cer
tain selected Communists were able to give all their time to 
such activities because they were paid for it. Thus, these Com
munists could acquire first a detailed knowledge of the machin"' 
ery of these organizations and later the determining power i~ 
them. From the :very beginning, competition between demo
cratic amateurs and Communist professionals. was on unequal 
terms. For instance, according to the figures of the National 

1 Some new IDUI orpnizations were founded, such u The Union of Czech and Slovak 
Women, the National Conar- of Partiwu, a union of former inmateo of amcentration 
eampo, and a unified youth and oport movement. · 
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Socialist Party Headquarters in Bmo, the Communist Party 
was maintaining twelve full-time agents and secretaries to one 
for the National Sdcialists. And this evaluation was limited to 
professional agents concentrating on political activities in the 
narrow sense of the. word.' 

Financial support for Communist activities came from vari
ous sources. The Red Army was of course an important one. 
And the Communist hold on the Ministry of Interior proved 
invaluable, for a good income was derived from the well-paid 
managers of nationalized industry, who were appointed on the 
basis of their political records. Also, the owners of private in
dustries were sometimes ready to contribute to the,party fund 
if they could thereby avoid either nationalization or persecu
tion because of dubious war records. Control over the Ministry 
of Agriculture gave the Communists another source of funds. 
That department had the power to confiscate and distribute 
property which had belonged· to collaborators or Germans. 
Finally, very tight party discipline and constant control assured 
the Communists a continuous flow of regular contributions 
from members. While the democratic parties were always in 
financial difficulties, with contributions coming in slowly, en
forced taxation of every Communist according to his monthly 
or weekly income yielded regular and important sums to the 
party funds. 

VI 

In a modem democratic and industrial country, the most 
important prerequisites for a Communist coup seem to be in
filtration of the Ministry of Interior and its police, and direc
tion of the primary labor organizations. Without the Ministry 
of Interior (if it is this ministry which directs the police and 
investigation services) and without the labor unions, the suc
cess of a Communist coup would be more than doubtful. The 
importance of other key positions may vary from country to 

0 In 11'/ua Is to B• D""'l Lenin outed: "In order to be fully propaml, the workinr claoo 
m<olutimin mlllt become a profeuio!lal rovolutioDiot ••• our duty (il] to uoilt every 
capable worker to become a trofusitnud agitator, organizer, propagandiot, liutature clio
tributor." A workingman who io at all talented and "promioins muot not be left to work 
eleVen hnun a day in a factorr. We muot arnnse tbat be be maintained by the Party." 
Lenin, Collut•tl ll'orks, New York, International Publilben, 1929, Vol. IV, pp. 20S, 206. 
Althou,gh Lenin'o pattern cortapoodo to opecific needo ao thor aioted in Ruooia around 
1900, hio 1.- .... not loot to C=h and other European Comnruniata. 
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country. In Bulgaria, the Communists' second goal in the gov
ernment was the Ministry of Justice, which might give them 
influence over the war trials. Other Eastern European Com
munists put more stress on the Ministry of Information. In 
Czechoslovakia, the Communists were anxious for the Ministry 
of Agriculture. They were ready to compromise on everything 
except the ministries of Interior and Agriculture. In all coun
tries the Ministry of Interior, with its police, was the Com
munists' first objective in the government. 

The second immediate objective was domination of the labor 
unions. The industrial concentration of population on small 
areas offers great opportunities for Communist strategy. A suc
cessful general strike is a powerful means of intimidation and 
at the same time an efficient weapon in the fight itself. The 
countermeasures of the adversary may be frustrated by a strike 
which affects· transportation, telephones, and electricity. And 
those who control these facilities can distribute arms quickly 
arid easily. 

In Czechoslovakia, the most industrialized state of Eastern 
Europe, the importance of labor was·increased by the nationali
zation of all heavy industry and most other industry. The 
Central Labor Union thus became one of the most important 
economic organizations in the country, for it combined the 
support of a tremendous number of wage earners with the 
power formerly held by private industrialists and managers. In 
the hands of the Communists, the Central Labor Union became 
almost a state within a state, an administration with the sup
port of the workers, both white-collar and manual, which did 
not hesitate to compete with the legal government, "supported 
by a few deputies." The head of the Central Labor Union was 
a former inmate of Buchenwald, Antonin Zapotocky, who be
came Prime Minister of Czechoslovakia after the coup. 

The Ministry of Interior was by far the most important in
strument of Communist domination in Czechoslovakia between 
1945 and 1948. Without it, the Communist vote in the general 
elections of May 1946 would not have been thirty-eight per 
cent; the number of opportunists and cowards would have been 
smaller; the February putsch would have been much more dif
ficult, if not impossible. 

Some reorganization of the police was necessary, since there 
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was collaboration between Czech and German police from 1939 
to 1945. The Communist Ministry of Interior took full advan
tage of the opportunity to make sweeping changes which put 
both police and investigation services into the hands of the 
Communist Party. Like the administrative reform of govern
ment, the need for changes in the police service provided an 
excellent pretext for gaining control. 

Postwar hostility toward collaborators' and Germans was 
fully exploited by the Communists, with their tactics of threats, 
blackmail, and conditional pardons. Authority to open or close 
collaboration cases belonged to the Ministry of Interior and to 
the police departments of the National Committees. They could 
forget about the offenses of those in custody, or about the tor
tures and other crimes of those who were· conducting the in
vestigation. Their arbitrary decisions created an atmosphere 
of insecurity. People almost felt guilty for having survived the 
Nazi occupation without spending time in concentration camps 
or in exile. In 1945 a special Retribution Act created a separate 
system of People's Courts, which were entirely devoted to war
guilt cases prepared by the Ministry of Interior's investigation 
service. Confiscation of offenders' property was the· mildest 
form of punishment. Opportunities to exert pressure by threats 
of confiscation and for corruption in the distribution of confis
cated property were limitless for a party engaged in a ruthless 
drive for power. 

The Ministry of Interior's control over the details of the 
transfer of Sudeten Germans gave the Communists another 
fertile field for their activities ... The Communist Party, which 
before the war was the only party in Czechoslovakia containing 
both Czechs and Germans, became in 1945 a most enthusiastic 
supporter of the transfer sche111e, regardless or perhaps because 
of its Cze~h-German past. The Communists profited well by 
this period of patriotic fervor and postwar excitement, often 

p expressed by a thirst for revenge and for easy acquisition of 
other people's property. The atmosphere of violence and law
lessness terrorized not only the Sudeten Germans but the ma
jority of Czechs as well. 

A hold on the Ministry of Agriculture served the Communists 
10 The claerted Sudcuu German factories aupplied aoother arsumeut for natiooalizatioa. 
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nearly as well as their control of the Ministry of Interior, de
spite the peasants' anti-collectivist persuasion. But though the 
non-Communist parties systematically warned Czech peasants 
of the ultimate aims of Communist-sponsored land reforms and 
Communist agricultural policy in general, the Communist Party 
scored a substantial electoral success with the Czech peasantry 
in May 1946. This success would have been impossible with
out control of the Ministry of Agriculture. Before World 
War II, the Czech peasants were dominated largely by the 
Agrarian Party. Its aims were materialistic. Price control of 
wheat and pork to protect the farmers, and distribution of trac
tors and fertilizers to aid their production seemed to be its chief 
"ideological" tenets. After several decades of political educa
tion by the Agrarian Party, the Czech peasants were rather 
easy prey for the new incumbents of the Ministry of Agricul
ture. Peasants who did not vote for the Communists out of fear 
of the Ministry of Interior, voted for them because of .the Min
istry of Agriculture's promises. The Communists scored their 
biggest successes in former Agrarian Pariy strongholds. Mr. 
J. Firt, National Socialist M.P., commented on the democratic 
defeat: ''We have asked our peasants to vote for the philosophi
cal heritage of Thomas Masaryk. They have voted for fertilizers 
instead." 

The postwar situation in Czechoslovakia added other oppor
tunities for Communist penetration of the peasantry. The Min
istry of Agriculture had the very important function of dis
tributing a great amount of land left at its disposal by the 
transfer of Sudeten Germans. It is easy to imagine how the 
Communist Party could use this power to bribe the hesitant 
and reward the faithful. The actual distribution of parcels of 
land ansi promises of new. reforms made the farmers forget 
that splitting up land in many small non-self-supporting units 
would pave the way for collectivization. It should be remem
bered that before the war Czechoslovakia had had its first land , 
reform, which satisfied the most compellirig claims and abol
ished the large feudal estates. Many rich peasants whose con
sciences were not altogether clear concerning black market 
activities ,during the war (activities which could hardly be 
called acts of resistance), became members of the Communist" 
Party, hoping to save their property or prevent a reopening of 
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their war-gu~lt cases • .Finally, UNRRA and the Czech Min
istry of Industry a.lowed the Ministry of Agriculture to fulfill 
some of its promises to deliver new_ tractors, machinery, and 
fertilizers. The Communist Ministry of Information took cate 
to publicize these deliveries as a Communist contribution to 
the farmers. 

VII 
As in other cases,.postwar insecurity facilitated Communist 

infiltration of the Civil Service and the Army-.u The purge of 
higher officials who had held their positions during the Nazi 
occupation was very thorough. There was, however, a chance 
to be forgiven for those who ~ntered the Communist Party 
quickly enough. Officials who joined with the hope that their 
membership would be purely a formality found later to their 
astonishment what tight control the Communists had over 
new members. Special envoys of the Communist Control Com
mission,. made sure that new Communists not only paid their 
regular dues to the party funds, but suited their behavior to 
party needs as well. 

The unification of the labor unions brought the white-collar 
workers (including state and city employees) into the Central 
Labor Union. Government workers were thus put on the same 
level with manual workers. In practice, the former were under a 
de facto rule by the politically and numerically superior Com
munist workers. 

The "democratization" of the civil service, and especially of 
the army, opened the door for further Communist infiltration. 
Before the war, the Czechoslovak Army was "apolitical"; sol
diers could not vote while on active duty. When they were given 
the vote in 194S, the Communists took the occasion to demand 

u Gottwald, in his opoech of November 17, 1948, uid: "· •• February hu obon tbe 
importance" of the state apparatuL ••• Before the February cvenu ••• the llate apparallll 
ceaoed to aerve the former ruling clau. 1n February the state apparallll in a aenae played 
a very important role, and thus offered an illuminating eumple 10 the working elau, that 
it ahould-aa the new ruling claat--take sood care of iu lUte apparatus." 

12 Every Communist Party baa a Ccmtrol Commiuioo wbicb opera tel at CYe>'f level of 
the party organization. It supervises not ooly the political activity of the leaden and tbe 
rank and file, but alao their private !iveL It aetdes ideological and other disapeementa. 

, There aeema 10 be an international link between the Ccmtrol Commisaioat which may ....... 
atitute the huis for the international Communist in!dligence. Tbe Head of tbe Central 
Ccmtrol Commisaion in Czeebmlovakia,... Jindricb Vesely, former inmate of Buebenwald 
"and ·bead of the investigation aervice cl the Ministry of Interior. Thus, tbe party aad tbe 
_llate police were directed from oae oenter. 
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political ed11cation for the soldiers, presumably so that they 
could'unqerstand politics. and vote intelligently. With the help 
of the pro-Sovie~ though non-Communist Minister of National 
Defense, General L. Svoboda, the army was to be remodeled 
on the pattern of the glorified Red Army. "Commissars" were 
included, but were called "educational officers." Thus began 
the infiltration of the army, along with an extensive purge of 
the officers' corps." · 

Justifications for the many promotions of Communists to 
high positions in the police, the army, and the civil service were 
of two kinds. First, a "moral" qualification for office was to 
replace the old bourgeois demands for schooling or training. 
A fighting or resistance record, as vouched for by the Com
munist-sponsored Union of Partisans, was considered a higher 
qualification than a university degree or military academy 
training. And fighting experience with the Red Army was the 
highest qualification of all. Secondly, the Communists claimed 
that twenty years of bourgeois and agrarian government had 
excluded them completely from government positions and that 
they were therefore entitled to a generous share of the postwar 
administration. The above arguments were usualty stressed for 
penetration of government departments which were headed by 
non-Communists. In those directed by Communist ministers, 
very little trouble was taken to justify the ''blitz promotions" 
of Communist officials. · 

Vlll 

For a short period after the war, the "soft" element in the 
Czech Communist Party was ascendant. This group "was led 
by Communists who had faith in the new nationalistic iine 
which followed disbandment of the Comintern and led to the 
"coalition" line on both national and international levels. In 
Czechoslovakia, enthusiasm for the new policy took on an 
almost missionary character. Czech Communists hoped that 
communization of their modem industrial country by demo
cratic methods might prove an example worthy to be followed 
for France and Italy. But as democratic apposition to Com
munism mounted, in Czechoslovakia and elsewhere, these "soft" 

"Unlike the police, the army wu not completely in Commuaiat baudo by February 1948: 
It ia therefore impoaailile to uy what the majority of o8icen and their corpo would have 
done if Benes, •• commaader·in-chief, had uked them to reatore order. 
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Communists had .to return to the old dogmas of international 
class warfare, soon reinstated by the rebirth of the Comintern, 
with its strict international discipline, in the Cominform of 
1947. . 

The return to the international line brought the "radical" 
Communists to the fore. Most of the leaders of this group had 
spent the war in German concentration camps where there was 
no reason for deviations from the original Communist doctrine. 
On the contrary, in Buchenwald or Oranienburg could be found 
thriving models of ideological cooperation which ignored na
tional boundaries. Czech and other European Communists 
brought into German concentration camps were often saved 
from the "death commandos" by fellow German party mem
bers. These, with six years' service ·behind them, often had 
responsibilities as block leaders and clerks in the somewhat 
autonomous prison administration. They were in a position to 
help a foreign comrade by keeping him off the lists for the 
"death commandos" or getting him the job of "blockleiter" for 
his national group. The German Communists preferred to send 
German liberals, socialists, or Catholics on the commandos, 
rather than their European brot)lers. Besides preserving the 
Communist leaders, this international cooperation was a con
stant danger to non-Communist prisoners. 

Returning from the concentration camps where the Comin
tern spirit had survived, the Czech Communist group could not 
understand the disbandment of the Comintern in 1943 and the 
adoption of the nationalistic line which led to the coalition gov
ernments in ;France, Italy, and Czechoslovakia. These "radical" 
Communists, isolated from the war evolution of Soviet policy, 
had remained faithful to the tenets of the Communist Mani
festo, and were much surprised to find their chiefs returning 
from Moscow in a racial or nationalistic eestasy which was 
partly sincere and partly for tactical reasons. And they could 
not share the enthusiasm with which their comrade, Vaclav 
Nosek Minister of Interior in a coalition with bourgeois min
isters, ~as carrying out the transfer of Sud~ten G~rmans, with 
the visible help of Soviet authorities and m obVIous contra
diction of the class-conscious and international past of Com-
munism. · 

The international needs of Moscow policy in 1945 had re-
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duced these faithful Cominternists to temporary silence. It is, 
however, interesting to note that the members of the Czech 
radical gtoup began to come into grace again after 1947, when 
the Cominform was established. Their criticism of the new line 
seemed to be confirmed on both national and international 
levels. The difficult relations between. East and West, espe
cially concerning the German question, were exposing the limi
tations of tactics which admitted that coexistence of the capi
talist and Communist worlds was possible. And the more and 
more courageous opposition of the democratic forces in Czecho
slovakia to the commu~ation drive were revealing the limita
tions of the coalition tactics in the National Front Government. 
·It can.be safely assumed that it was mainly to this group 

that Gottwald addressed his curious defense of the decision to 
postpone the putsch from 1945 to 1948. The radicals and some 
of the rank and file obviously failed to understand why they 
had been assured by their leaders between 1945 and 1948 that 
Czechoslovakia wouJd become Communist through democratic 
methods, when in February 1948 a coup which the radicals had 
favored in 1945 finally proved necessary. Gottwald's admission 
of two conflicting ways of· thinking within the Communist 
·Party is worth consideration: 

From May 1945 until February 1948 our way was very complicated. 
There were not always and everywhere clear and definite results. 
There were shortcomings and drawbacks. It is therefore not astonish
ing that here and there in our ranks some impatience was shown-and 
not only impatience, but doubt that we had chosen the right way in 
May 1945. This impatience appeared mainly in months preceding 
February, when reaction was beginning to raise ita head with insolence. 

When February was a success, some comrades voiced the opinion 
that we had unnecessarily lost all the time oetween 1945 and 1948. 
Some expressed it in the following terms: "What we did in February 
1948 we could have done in May 1945, and everything wpuld be fine 
by now." There would be no greater mistake than to leave even a 
shadow of such thinking in our ranks. Our party and our people 
inevitably liad to go through this school of three years in order to 
make what happened in February possible. ~ •• In 1945, we would 
not have been up to those tasks. The period from May 1945 to Feb
ruary 1948 was of absolute necessity." 

H Speech ol Nov. 17, 1948. It ia interatins to note that Gottwald oltm apeab ol 
"February" without daring to aay what it wu. He juat calla it "February," or "February 
ewnu.• 
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Fello": travelers, whether co~sciously or unconsciously, are 
of great unportance to the Communist strategy of infiltration. 
Their first task-often assigned to them without their knowl
edge-is to help spread Communist ideas to quarters otherwise 
inaccessible to Communist penetration, such as intellectual 
circles, and university groups. More specific tl!sks, of which 
the fellow travelers wer~ usually aware, were to neutralize, 
corrupt, or even bring into the Communist camp the organiza
tions or parties in which they held key positions. 
. There are several categories of fellow travelers, and in Europe 
th.e largest of these by far is opportunists. It is mainly fear of 
the display of Soviet power and the absence of a balancing 
Western strength which transforms Europeans into fellow 
travelers. Usually, their motive for cooperation with the Com
munists is to get on the winning side. Among the opportunists 
are many persons with professional or managerial skills, who 
believe that their services will be of use whatever regime may 
come. In postwar Europe, there was a special class of oppor
tunists who hoped to whitewash their collaboration with the 
Nazis by :cooperation with the Communists, or at least by large 
c~mtributions to the party funds. 

The idealists among fellow travelers include university pro
fessors, artists, and wriiers whose cultivation gives them a keen 
awareness of existing social injustices. They are looking for a 
remedy and hope to find it in a benevolent form of communism. 
The idealists are usually despised by professional Communists. 
Idealists tend to add unnecessary utopian encumbrances to the 
highly .professional, cool, and ruthless Communist drive for 
power. Students fo~erly were looked on as good material for 
the Co.mmunists. But in a reasonably stable democracy which 
the Communist Party is trying to undermine with slogans 
stressing social a~d economic issues more than freedom, the 
student body se~ms much less reliable. In spite of all Commu
nist efforts, threats and bribery, Czechoslovakian students con
stituted the most trustworthy anti-Communist corps in the 
nation. · 

Comrades-in-arms are a special product of the European 
resistance and concentration camp period. The fact that Com
munist and non-Communist leaders found themselves side by 
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side between 1941 and 1945 in a common fight against (l com
mon enemy created a network of friendly personal relations.'' 
Although postwar politics separated these comrades-in-arms 
into different political groups, their "Association of Partisans" 
or "Union of Former Inmates of Buchenwald" were still their 
meeting grounds, both nationally and internationally.'" 

A classic example of the important role a fellow traveler oc
cupying a key position can play is provided by Zdenek Pier
linger, the ambitious, opportunist leader of the Social Demo
cratic' Party. In 1945 his leadership changed his party into a 
docile tool of Communism, and in 1948 his work was crowned 
by the merging of the Social Democratic Party with the Com
munists. 

The Communists knew their man. Klement Gottwald him
self proposed Fierlinger for the Premiership of the first Czecho
slovak Government in the liberated territory. Jan Masaryk 
made a record of his conversation with Gottwald on this subject 
on March 21, 1945: 

Gottwald reproached me with the campaign, launched by the Czecho
slovak Government in London against Fierlinger, and especially with 
their decision to call Fierlinger back to London. I said that Fierlinger 
might be a subject for discussion but that I was not prepared to start 
it •.• all negotiations between Moscow and the Czech Government in 
London, between the Government and Fierlinger, have gone through · 
Benes hands; Bene& has always tried to help maintain Fierlinger in 
his post. I make one complaint about Fierlinger-since the day he 
became Czechoslovak Ambassador in Moscow he has never uttered a 
critical word about Soviet Russia. The impression was thus created 
that he was more papist than the Pope .••• For me, Fierlinger's chap
ter is closed. To this, Gottwald replied that Fierlinger was thrir can
didatl! for the Premiership. He stressed once more that they wanted 
him and that they hoped I would have no objection. I repeated once 
more that I would not discuss Fierlinger, that this was a domestic 
policy issue on which I would not like to express my opinion, since I 
have never been a member of any political party. 

15 Concentration camp friendship• often began· with a non-Communist's fear of tight 
Communist cooperation in the camp. · 

10 During the coup in Czechoslovakia Communist leaden relied most heavily- on these 
.. comrades--in ... rma," who were not only loyal, but bad the further advantage that Com
munist propaganda could present them u "martyn of Nazism" in comparison to the non
Communist leaden who bad just resigned from the government, the ones who had "spent 
the war against Nazism in the lobbies of the Savoy in London." The two moot important 
quislinga of February 1948 wen: Father Plojhar from the Christian Democratic People'• 
Parry and Mr. Najman from the National Socialist Parry, both former inmates of 
Buchenwald. 
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Communist support of this fellow-traveler socialist proved to 
be a very shrewd maneuver indeed. The Communist Party was 
able to claim other key positions in the government-Interior, 
Agriculture, and .Information-because they left the Premier
ship to another party. As the strongest party, the Communists 
were entitled to claim it for them~elves, according to Czecho
slovak parliamentary tradition. Actually, they lost nothing by 
this move, since the new Premier was completely dependent 
and, as was later revealed, subservient to them. Along with 
Fierlinger, the Communists gained the whole Social Democratic 
Party, which could hardly avoid electing him their chairman 
when he had already obtained the highest position in the state. 
Even then, the Communists found it possible to explain their 
support of Fierlinger as a self-restraining gesture. Several Com
munist leaders explained that "we did not want to present the 
West with a Communist Premier. Fierlinger will not have the 
effect of a red flag on Western capitalists as Gottwald would." 

In Czechoslovakia the Communists destroyed the independ
ent influence of the Social Democratic Party by corrupting the 
leaders rather than by persuading the rank and file. For ex
ample, they offered the Premiership to Fierlinger and the Min
istry of Industry to another Social Democrat, Bohumil Laus
man. The Social Democratic Party of Czechoslovakia became 
completely subservient to the Communist Party. When the 
May 1946 elections made the Communist Party the strongest 
and the Social Democratic Party the weakest, Socialist sub
servience to the Communists was even more pronounced. The 
Communists (114) and ~ocialists (39) together had 153 seats 
in parliament while the democratic parties held 147. The two 
Marxist parties were therefore capable of fo~ing a purely 
Marxist government, having a composite majority in the parlia-
Inent. . 

The Communists were as aware of this advantage as the 
democrats were of their weakness. Thus, it happened that the 

' weakest Czechoslovak party, the Social Democrats, became 
the focal point of Czech politics from May 1946 until February 
1948. Even the Western Socialist parties concentrated on the 
Social Democrats. So did the Czechoslovak democratic parties. 
And so did the Communists. Thus after its defeat at the polls 
the weakest party of Czechoslovakia was not only able to retain 
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two important ministries, Industry and Food, but was being 
bribed and seduced from all sides. While the Communisi:s· tried 
to help the left wing, the non-Marxist parties hoped either to 
split the party or assure victory for its right wing. The demo
crats nearly succeeded in their efforts. At the Socialist Congress 
in Brno in November 1947, Fierlingerwas replaced by a middle
of-the-road man, Minister of Industry Lausman. It was not a 
complete victory for the.right wing, as this would have split the 
party in two, but a compromise with a very clear indication of 
a shift toward the right. The Communists were no longer sure 
of Social Democratic support, except in purely economic so
cialist measures. The possibility of a Communist isolation in 
political issues became a real threat. ' . 

The above described shift among the Social Democrats, who 
were until November 1947 considered as reliable fellow travelers 
generally, was one of the reasons for the Communist decision 
to carry out a coup. In his speech of November 17, 1948, 
Klement Gottwald rather frankly admitted this : 

••• the reaction attempted to prepare a shift in the existing balance 
of respective power before the elections in 1948 took place ••• they 
attempted to isolate the Communists. There was mainly the well
known campaign against the left wing of the Social Democratic Party, 
against Comrade F~linger. The reaction thought that they would 
succeed in this way ••• by isolating the Communists and confronting 
them with a unified phalanx of all other parties, and that the Com
munists would capitulate. 

The time was past when Czechoslovak democracy could have 
been saved simply by clever parliamentary maneuvering by the 
an~-Commun,ist parties. The events of February 1948 were 
to prove that the infiltration had gone too far." The foes of 
Communist rule were unable to save the Czechoslovak republic 
by any other means ; besides they did not seem quite aware 
that the internal balance of forces. was bound to reflect the 
dominant power position of the Soviet Union in Central Europe. 
The Soviet overlords by the end of 1947 had come to feel that 
the international situation had worsened to such an extent that 
no possibility of an unfavorable shift in the internal position of 
their followers in Czechoslovakia could be tolerated. 

"The July 1950 issue of WoNI PolitU:s will amtain a I<Q)Dd anicle by Dr. Duchacek, 
"The February Coup in Cuchoslovakia." _ · _ 


